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Travel Rider
I. HOTELS
A. ARTIST requires 6 non smoking rooms in the same hotel.
B. The hotel should be “HILTON/MARRIOTT/HYATT or BETTER type,” clean, updated
and must have on-site restaurant and bar, unless otherwise approved by artist's
representative. FREE Wi-Fi Access or purchaser purchased access as well as having
breakfast style foods available at the hotel the following morning.
C. Hotel rooms may have to be provided one (1) day prior to the engagement as well,
due to traveling schedule and/or rehearsal/sound check requirements. In the event
that any hotel rooms are not used, ARTIST'S road manager will inform buyer, so as
not to have undo charges.
II. AIR TRAVEL
A. When applicable, ARTIST requires 6 round trip non stop coach air tickets from Los
Angeles, or Burbank California.
B. No airline tickets should be purchased without prior approval from artist’s
representative.
III. INTERNAL TRANSPORTATION
A. PURCHASER shall provide and pay for transportation from the airport to the hotel
and from the hotel to the venue, back to hotel and airport for a maximum of six (6)
people and fifteen (15) pieces of luggage.
PURCHASER also agrees to furnish, at his/her own expense, ground transportation for
a maximum of six (6) people and band equipment to the venue for load in and sound
check, to the hotel after sound check, from the hotel to the venue prior to show and
to the hotel after the performance or after load out as well as back to the airport for
the return flight.
Dressing Rooms:
A minimum of two clean dressing rooms must be available for artists’ sole use. It
shall include tables and chairs for 5 people. Dressing rooms must be lockable and or
guarded to ensure the safety of artists’ belongings and personal effects.
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Hospitality:
At the time of load-in, purchaser or show sponsor shall provide, one case of water,
one case of diet soda (preferably Coke) plus one hot meal for six people following
sound check.
Meal beverages should include, water, soda, iced tea, coffee, etc. Sandwich trays and
or pizza is acceptable. If venue has a kitchen and is available, ordering off of the
menu is also acceptable.
A meal buyout of $30 per person is available.

	
  
AGREED TO AND ACCEPTED BY:
Presenter__________________
Performer__________________
Agent_____________________	
  

